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I NTRODUCTION 
STATEMENT : 
Ce~~a~n techniques and skil ls including s i ght 
r-eading , a nd the aur-a..i. awareness oi scale cons"t r-ucn i on , 
.r·hy ·t~nmi c patter-ns , maJor· and minor- modas , inter-vals ana. 
te:r:r.as of exp.r ;;;ssion such a~:> Ediacca-uo , and lagalio , are 
acquiied during tLe mastering of Dasic zud i menlis of music 
i:lnd se:n e aB p:r 0pa:ra tion for written harmony . As a means 
towarJ.s thiB end. , 1Jhe keyuoard. has oeen chief l y used . ln 
s oma types oi organizat ~ on , the keyb oard work i s taught 
with a separa11e emphasis - -such as is done in keyboard 
haimony . ~eneralLy however , kayooar~ work ~hould not be 
separa1Jea from wri~ ·· an exercise work . Gbvious~y those 
persons who have learned the kayboa~d have a dis~inct 
i::l.dvantage ove1~ those wh o have not . Fo:r· the latbe:r· r oup 
t:C1is prov es a great han a ica:p . 
I n the au-iihor 1 s experience , 'lihr-ough sign"tiSiL1g-
ing and eartrainiug ther~ is possiole a dif f erent me~hod 
or- ap.vr·oac!1 t.owards 1.he a t"tai niug of duch skills . J.1 i i:i 
were po~sible to usa tho med i um or approach of gioup 
~igh~s ing~ng Zi::l.t~er ~han ~h0 k~ybo ard approach all stu-
d en1;s migrn, ue expected 1io have 1ihe sam~ a egree of 
ad vantage ; that 1s : n o keyboard training should oe n~eded. 
i 
ii 
I1i is possible tha"'li a g1asp of the basic principles of 
theory , harmony , and part w~iting might be ob tained 
successfully through a s i ght:::Jinging approach . Si ght-
singi ng anel ear··braining ma:'l.ierial in ·t he fo:rm of he 
following annot a:ted , or dared, exercises provides he 
possibi.i..i ty of mtt.::>ter ing ce.rtain f'acton:; in basic mu-
~ic rudiments and the oppoztunity for better assimila-
tion of cei·tain 1Jonal £ac1io:rs in preparation fo:r- w:r-i t -
-een harmony. 
The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate 
the poss1bilitias of such a met~od . Because only an 
insuff icient aruounii of sui liaole mat ex ial coulcl ue found., 
ili uo(;arJJe nacessar ;;t to oornpose e:x.ercises which would. 
meet the course requir~ments for such a method designed 
Ior stud0nts in th0 firs~ year of colleg~ or comparaule 
high school situations where th~ory and harmony are 
taugnt on tha uasis of a sigh singing approach . 
JUSTIFICATI ON : 
As a result of t.eaohing sightsinging ana ear-
~:raining in a small liberal arts college , ~he need has 
~een fe l t for planning this course in closer co opera~ion 
with the cou:r~e iil basic :rud.i ments o.i mus ic and writljen 
i1armony. Tbe ruusiv dcipa:r t,mtinli was small . The BtuCi en~c 
bud some ~~chnioal knowl edge oi in~~ruments out lacked fnn-
damantal t1:·aini.ng in music ·i.ineor·y, includ ing ea..rtrai n ing . 
Under such cir-cumstances, difficulties in mas ·l.ering certain 
:.tacto:r-s in sigh1isinging and eartr ai.ning a.r ose . 
iii 
In numerous instances the same problem en-
countered in basic rudiments and written harmony was not 
. 
recognized when attacked in the different setting of 
sightsinging and eartraining. 
,-- ·····-· .. 
Some problems i Wfi--i-eh- were- '. 
"----. - . .J 
noticed were: undue difficulty in singing three forms of 
the minor scale, failure to realize the major and relative 
minor scales as one integral unit, inadequacy in under-
standing of chromatic tones; all of which have their origin 
in the lack of realization that musical expression takes 
place only in sound; and can be fully clarified through 
providing the opportunity for expression through singing. 
Another problem is the inability to express adequately 
rhythms involving notes of long duration. This is due 
to the lack of opportunity of expression in sound. Sing-
ing and pulsating main beat di vis. ions offers a solution 
to the students' difficulty in mastering the required 
techniques. The inability to express various rhythms is 
due in part to the lack of sufficient opportunities in 
different media of expression. The failure to realize 
the nature and significance of rests in music, however, 
is due to inadequacy in discussion and writing as the 
sole teaching medium. Both could be clarified by stress-
ing the use of another medium of expression, sound. These 
are jus t a few of the many types of problems which occur 
daily ~u ~he ~ibht~inging and eaztraining clasb . As a 
rsoult , the 8tudan~s d id not get a olea~ comprehensi ve 
v~ev~ of ti-10 t:Jignifica.ncti of 1.1ht:: oasic music pr,ogram uv.t 
only a separate , isolated viewpoin~ of each aspe c1.1 . 
iv 
Hovrev e:r- , by means of sigr1t oinging ana ea:r-tr ain-
in~ exercises , factors in 0aslc rudimen ~ s of music may be 
oet ta:r- taugi:1t. 
PROC~TIUR~_AN~-~~Qg~~gUE : 
In !£~ ~li i.e_g~g~~xe !.~is ~-Ma. t er-ial 
After much searching "Gh:r·ough sightsinging and 
ea:r·uraining ma1.1el' i al f o:r- previous wor-k along 'Lihese l i nes , 
an insufficient amount o1 su i table material was f ound . 
The course headings for s i ghusi ngi ng and ear1iraining pre-
sante~ themselva~ as Lhe work on the course outline for 
basic ru~imcnts ol music prog1essed . Then the vv-riting· 
of t~e exercises for the si~htsinging were S1iarted . 
ln the de~cn ~J?tion of the exar cist:s , someli ime s 
every ~etail i s noted ; some~ imes no ~ . The main c once1·n 
was to desc.r·ioe as much as was necessar-y -vo show ~Jhe 
trea1.1men1J of a new problem. Generally , only a few exam-
ples of the new pro0lem were presented at fi~st ; some-
t i meo a one , sometimes comoined with one prev i ously learned 
iac to:r- . Then mo1·e oxamplet~ wer-e used vvi"lirlin one axe.r-ci~e . 
Later , they were cornoined with other previously lear ned 
problems . In still latier- exer-cises tihe new problem i::J 
pre::len~ed in a va.riet~ of keys and t i me signatures , and 
~he fullest practical usa made of prev iousl~ leazned 
p.r oolems . 
Part I on Melod ic Exercises i n the G Clef 
stal.~ ted wi th t!1e leas numoal· oi si-H:u-ps anci flats and 
proceeded oy a gradual increase t o sev en sharps in the 
key signature , in "the learn ing of the scale . The st..ep-
wi se progress ions were presented w i~h a var i ety of key 
signat..ures and oegan always on do . The skips were i iz st 
_pieparE:u. by stepwise progress ions. ll.llost of t:t1a skips 
~::ue t o and. irom Cl.o . 
~art II on 1elodic Exercises in the F Clef, 
added as oiten as possible new opportunit i es ; sucb as 
the use of otner key signatures thru1 those used i n the 
exerc i ses in Lht: G Clef . The stepwise progressions and. 
skips for the most pal t ar-e not onl y different ou"G alBo 
ruor·e adv a.nced. Ste pllv"ise p:r-og:r essions star on mi ttnd 
v 
sol and. inc.i.ud. · double zetu:r·ns : example , roi stepwise up 
to s ol, dov-m to fa , s ·tep ·t o sol , stepvvi se dowi1 "t o mi . 
Us i ng the F Clei, skips 1JO and ii·om re aze includeu; -~.~ hen 
a .r-ev i ew oi soma skips to ana .from mi; in ad d i t;ion Jtjo navi 
skips involving mi . The exercises continua wi 1Jh skips to 
and f:rom f a and :r ev .i. aw o:f skipe using ;:;ol plus ne\·J sk i ps 
wi th sol . 
vi 
Par~ III, Chromatic Tones in the Majoz Scale, 
shows ljho use o:f a sbo..rp in rai::>ing a tone a half step 
to re~ch a chroma~ic tone by half step from above . 
Later , 1ihe naliural s i gn aHd double shar p were us ed and 
t.ne uh.romat i u ·cone vv ao .r eached. by skip . In like manner , 
a~ firs~ the fla~ was used ~o lower a t one a half step 
f rom oelow. Then , th~ chroma~ io tone was r &acbed ~y 
skip and tbe douole f l at and natural sign used to l ower 
a ~one a half S1iep . 
Pax·t IV, Minor· Keys , included all t h.ree scales 
ol'- fo.r·ms , having a sharp , Ctouble sharp or natural s i gn 
placed befo.re sol , o1· fa and sol , as the situa"vion neces-
B~tated . The step·wisa prog:r-assions and ski ps continued. 
as had oeen done in tne major keys . 
Part V, in general included a nv..moe.r· of exex·-
cises illustrat i ng the various r hythms such as: the dot -
ted eighth a nd si:xt;een't:u , and t,ile tr-iplet. l n each ex-
ample a novv rhyt!nu f ir st aprJear's ily itself or p:r-oi:Jabl;y 
vd tn a simple .r·hytinu such a::; ti:1a qual'te.r note in simple 
tlma . As tha rhy~hm oecame oetter learned ; other , more 
difficul't rhy~hms were a dded (at f irst, one at a t i me ). 
Rhythms tho:li seam -G o oe more difficult; :r-eceived. ruo.re a~­
tidntiion . The variou~ rhytnms appear i n most of the com-
mon keJ signatu:r ..:; ~ l.n i.i i:ta s imple af.td compound times . 
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Par t VI, Rhythmic and Melodic, included both the 
G and F Clefs, various signatur es in simple and compound 
time, numerous keys in shar-ps and flats, and dif ferent s kips. 
It also included such rhyt hms as the tr-iplet; the dotted 
eighth and s~xteenth combination; the eight h and quarter i n 
compound t ime and. various r ests. 
Part VII, Two Part, started with t wo part work 
without rhythm, then proceeded adding rhyt hm . It included 
r est s in one voice at a time, also chromatic tones were used 
beginning with both voice s on one staff, G and F Clefs and 
various time signatures . Later each voice was put on a sep-
a r ate staff . 
Part VIII, Three Part , continued with the id.ea of 
variety in th e various exercises i n rhythm problems , key a nd 
time signatures, and ~elodic problems . 
Part I X, Four Part , without rhythm , changing posi-
tion from open t o clos e , merely gave a f ew brief exampl es . 
Par t X, Prin~ipal Chords, showed some melodic pos-
sibilities with the use of the three principal chords . At 
this time many rhythmic patterns may be used. to advantage 
because of the limitation of outstand i ng melodic poss ibili-
ties, particularly with the tonic chord alone. 
Part XI, Secondary ,Cbords, Part XII, Firs t Inver-
sion, Part XIII, Second Inversion, and . Part XIV, Dominant 
Seventh Chord and Invers ion , we re intr oduced in suggested 
patterns in shorter progressions with the es sentials as a 
viii 
guide . These cho rd~ are then used i n longer exercises . 
Part XV, Non- Chord ~ones , p.:r-ov ides an advantageous 
O:f! .flOituni-Gy io:r- t;he use of ·sixteanth notes , eBpocially in 
run.nin6 gr ou.ps . 
For- Cla:::>s:r ooili ol Stud.ant Use of lihe ~xe:r-cise Ma-terial 
By f ollowing the exer·cises i11 1ii:1e or-cie.r~ tnat they 
have ot:en gi van , th..:. :;_ ulles ti IJanei i ·v may be obtaine:d.. In 
Pa1·t II, MeloJ.~c Exe:rciS8i::l in t he 1P Clef , io:r 6Xawple , by 
1i~e 1i i me bkipb pziwarlly involv ing :re , mi , fa , and sol . have 
oeen s~udied. , skips using la and t i have also been drilled . 
One except~on may be uo tea. i n Par-t III, Clu·oma'tic 
Tones in 11.he IVlajo:r:- Scale . I t is 11011 expec·iied. ti'1a-G the chro -
ma-~.~ic exel ciseB in L,.i:1e G Olei ·will i.Je complolJed oe;ior-e begin-
ning ti:108c in "Gi.l B F Clef , bu.li r-at rH?:r IJLlS.~G t.he eJs..erciz.ss in 
oo~n o~eis snould oe used s lmul~aneously . 
These exerc ises have many rhy~bms not usually 
found i n wo:r-ks oi a :pu:r-c:ly v oca.i. natur-e 1'his ~Sm:phasis is 
1ho :rel:3ul t ol. _0h0 aut,}: or ' s l.i eacninb' i::l\iU~ em>s vrho possess more 
t ach.tnca..!.. k.no~·:.ie:clese of J.nstr-uments "~.~han vocal pr oi ic~enoy . 
As a 8U.pplement , 'ti:1e use o f many aJs..el e;isc;s wr- i '\j1ien 
oy ~ne studontE l s sugges'tab for th6 mastering oi the ·e uh-
lii!i th L.:b e 
inoraa~e oi tna~r ~echnigue , ~be:y gain in a gen8ral ov er- all 
~hruugh singlng ~hese exercises i n ~he order that 
~he~ have uean ~ri~J~en and keeping ~he prinuiples used oon-
::;;ta.ntly iLl milld , 1ihe principles of oasic :rud.imen-cs of r.:JUsic 
ana. v~ri tten :i.1armo.ny will oe adequately st1 esseu.. 
i::x: 
OUTLINE 
Basic Rudiments of Music 
I Major scale in G Clef 
key signature 
Sightsinging and Eartrainin~ 
I Melodic in G Clef 
A. Scales 
keys - cycle of fifths B. Stepwise progressions 
c. Skips 
II Major ~cale in F Clef 
III Accidentals 
IV Minor Scales 
V Note and Rest Values 
VI Time Signature 
VII Intervals 
VIII Triads 
IX Voice Part Ranges 
Soprano,Alto,Tenor, 
Bass 
II Melodic in F Clef 
A. Scales 
B. Stepwise progressions 
c. Skips 
III Chromatic Tones in Major 
Scales 
IV Minor 
A. Scales 
B. Stepwise progressions 
u. Skips 
V Rhythmic 
A. Chart 
B. Simple Time 
C. Compound Time 
D. Syncopation 
VI Rhythmic and Melodic 
VII Two :Part 
VIII Three Part 
IX Four Part 
from 
Open and Close Position 
Without rhythm 
Changing position 
open to close 
X Principal Chords 
A. 'l'onic 
B. Dominant 
c. Subdominant 
D. Progression IV-V 
X Principal Chords 
A. Tonic 
B. Dominant 
With Tonic 
c. Subdominant 
With Tonic 
D. Progression IV-V 
With Tonic 
X 
Written Harmon~ Sightsin~ing and Eartraining 
XI Secondary Chords XI Secondary Chords 
A. Su:pertonic 
B. I,Jlediant 
c. Submediant 
D. Leading Tone 
XII First Inversion XII First Inversion 
A. Tonic Sixth 
B. Supertonic Sixth 
c. Mediant Sixth 
D. Subdominant Sixth 
E. Dominant Sixth 
F. Submediant Sixth 
G. Leading Tone Sixth 
H. Various Sixth Chords 
XIII Second Inversion XIII Second Inversion 
A. Cadential 
B. Pedal 
c. Passing 
D. Arpeggio 
XIV Dominant Seventh Chord XIV Dominant Seventh Chord 
and Inversions and Inversions 
A. l.a v? I, complete v7 
b v 7I 
' 
incomplete v 7 
2. v 7vi 
B. v6 5 I 
c. 1. v4I 3 
2. v4I6 3 
D. v2 I6 
E. v? and Inversions 
XV Non-Chord Tones XV Non-Chord Tones 
A. Passing Tones 
B. Auxilliary Tones 
c. Appoggiatura 
D. ·Suspensions 
E. Echapee 
F. Cam.biata 
G. Jm tic ipa tion 
EXERCISES 
I. Melodic in the G Clef 
A. Scales1 
1. 
2. 
Upward, key of c, without rhythm, in whole notes. 
Downward, key of F. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
?. 
8. 
Upwa~d, key of D. 
b 
Downward, key of B. 
Upward, l{ey of G~ 
Upward, key of E. 
Dovmward, key of A. 
-If Dmm:ward, key of C. 
B. Stepwise Progressions 
1. Easy return from do up to re and back to do; key of c. 
2. Do dovm to ti and back to do; key of F. 
3. Do up to re, back to do, down to ti, and back to do; 
key of G. 
4. Do dovm to ti, back to do, up to re, and back to do; 
key of D. 
5. Do stepwise up to mi and returning stepwise to do; 
key of ~ B. 
6. Do stepwise up to mi, down to re, returning to mi; 
key of E. 
1 C means C major. c means c minor. 
- 1 -
7. Do stepwise up to fa and returning stepwise to do; 
key of c. 
8. Do stepwise up to sol and returning stepwise to mi; 
key of -/: 
9. Do stepwise up to fa back to mi, up to fa, and back 
to mi; key of F. 
10. Do stepwise up to la and back to sol; key of G~ 
11. Do stepwise down to la and returning stepwise to do; 
key of D~ 
12. Do dm~ to ti stepwise up to mi returning stepwise 
to do; key of A. 
13. Do down to ti, stepwise up to mi, back to re, return-
ing to mi; key of G. 
14. Do stepwise down to sol, returning stepwise up to do; 
J, 
key of E. 
15. Do stepwise down to la, up, stepwise to do, back to ti, 
returning to do; key of D. 
15. Do stepwise up to mi, returning down to ti, back to do; 
key of F. 
17. Do stepwise up to mi, back to re, stepwise up to sol; 
key of c-f 
18. Do stepwise up to sol, back to mi; key of B. 
19. Do stepwise up to fa, back to mi, stepwise up to sol; 
key of ~ 
20. Mi stepwise down to ti, and returning stepwise to mi; 
key of G. 
21. Mi stepwise up t .o sol, stepwise down to do; key of Ef 
2. 
22. Sol up to la stepwise down to mi, up to fa, back to mi; 
key of .tf. 
23. Sol down to fa stepwise up to ti, downward to sol; 
key of E. 
c. Skips 
With Preparation: 
1. Do stepwise up to mi, skip down to do, back to mi, 
stepwise to sol; key of A. 
2. Do stepwise of fa, skip down to do, back to fa, down 
to :.mi; key of B~ 
3. Do stepwise down to la, skip up to do, down to la, 
back to do; key of G. 
4. Do stepwise down to sol, skip up to do, skip down to 
sol, back up to do; key of F. 
5. Do stepwise up to sol, skip down to do, back up to 
sol; key of ff. 
6. Do stepwise dovm to fa, skip up to do; key of D. 
7. Do stepwise down to mi, skip up to do, dmvn to mi, 
back to do; key of E. 
8. Do stepwise up to la, skip down to do; key of c. 
9. Do stepwise up to la, skip down to do, up to la, 
""' 
back to do; key of F. 
10. Do stepwise up to ti, skip do'~ to do, up to ti, 
back to do; key of ~ 
11. Do stepwise down to re, skip up to do, down to re, 
}, 
~ack to do; key of D. 
Without Preparation: 
12. Do skip up to mi, back to do, up to mi, back to do, 
stepwise up to mi; key of G~ 
13. Do skip down to la, step down to sol, back to la, 
skip up to do, down to la, back to do; key of A~ 
14. Do skip up to fa, step down to mi, back to fa, skip 
down to do, back to fa, end on mi; key of B. 
15. Do skip up to la, stepwise down to fa, return step-
wise to la, end on sol; key of E~ 
16. Do skip down to sol, up to la, back to sol, skip up 
to do, down to sol, back to do; key of F. 
1?. Do skip up to sol, down to fa, back to sol, skip 
down to sol, back to do; key of dt 
18. Do skip down to mi, skip up to do, up to re, down to 
do, up to sol, back to do; key of D. 
19. Do skip down to sol, stepwise down to mi, skip up to 
do, down to mi, back to do; key of E~ 
Two Different Skips In One Exercise: 
20. Do skip down to fa, step down to mi, skip up to sol; 
key of F. 
21. Do skip down to fa, stepwise dovvn to do, skip up to 
la, skip down to do; key of D. 
22. Do skip up to la, step down to sol, step up to la, 
skip down to do; key of G. 
23. Do skip dovm to mi, stepwise up to sol, skip down to 
mi; key of c~ 
4 .. 
II. Melodic in the F Clef 
A. Scales 
1. Upward, key of c. 
2. Downward, key of ff. 
3. Upward, key of D~ 
4. Downward, key of B. 
5. Upward, key of E~ 
6. Upward, key of G. 
?. Downward, key of Ff 
8. Downward, · key of c~ 
B. Stepwise Progressions 
1. Do up to re,- stepwise dmvn to ti, back to do; key 
of F. 
2. Do stepwise down to la, stepwise up to do, down to 
ti, back to do; key of c. 
3. Do step down to ti, stepwise up to mi, dmvn to re, 
back to mi; key of E~ 
4. Do stepwise up to mi, stepwise down to ti, step up 
!. to do; key of G. 
5. Do stepwise up to mi , step down to re, ste:pwise up 
to sol; key of D. 
6. Mi stepwise up to la, stepwise down to mi; key of k. 
?. Mi step up to fa, stepwise down to do, stepwise up 
to mi; key of J: 
8. Mi stepwise up to da, stepwise down to sol; key of C~ 
9. Mi stepwise down to do, stepwise up to sol, stepwise 
5. 
do\~ to mi; key of F. 
10. Mi stepwise down to la, stepwise up to mi; kB y of G. 
11. Sol stepwise up to do, stepwise dovm to sol; key of Ef. 
12. Sol stepwise up to mi, stepwise down to do; key of A. 
13. Sol stepwise dovm to mi, stepwise up to la, back to 
}> 
sol; key of D. 
14. Sol stepwise down tore, stepwise up to sol; key of E. 
15. Sol stepwise up to do, stepwise down to sol; key of ;, A. 
16. Do stepwise down to sol, back to la, step down to sol, 
~ 
stepwise up to do; key of A. 
17. Mi stepwise up to sol, dmm to fa, step up to sol, 
stepwise down to mi; key of F. 
18. Do stepwise up to fa, step do1~ to mi, stepwise up to 
sol; key of D. 
19. Sol stepwise dovm to mi, stepwise up to sol, step 
b do~m to fa, back to sol; key of E. 
20. Mi stepwise up to sol, step down to fa, back to sol, 
b 
stepwise down to mi; key of B. 
21. Mi stepwise down to do, up to re, back to do, step-
b 
wise up to mi; key of G. 
22. Mi step down to re, up to mi, stepwise down to do, 
stepwise to mi; key of D. 
23. Do step do\~ to ti, back to do, dmm to ti, return 
to do, stepwise dovm to sol; key of B. 
24. Do stepwise do~m to la, step up to ti, back to la, 
-=rf-
up to ti, down to la, stepwise up to do; key of F. 
6. 
c. Skips 
With Preparation: 
1. Do stepwise up to fa, skip down to re, back to fa, 
end on mi; key of G. 
2. Do stepwise up to sol, skip down to re, back to sol; 
key of F. 
3. Do stepwise up to la, skip do1Nn to re, back to la, 
end on sol; key of E~ 
4. Do step up to re, stepwise dovm to sol, skip up to re, 
back to sol, skip up to do; key of B. 
5. Do step up to re, stepwise down to ti, stepwise up to 
re, skip dmvn to ti, back to re, end on do; key of A~ 
6. Do stepwise up to ti, skip down to re, back to ti, 
skip down to re, end on do; key of D. 
7. Do stepwise up to sol, skip down to mi, up to sol; key 
of c. 
8. Do stepwise up to la, skip down to mi; key of E. 
9. Do stepwise up to mi, down to re, back to mi, stepwise 
down to ti, skip up to mi, down to ti, back to mi, 
down to ti, end on do; key of G. 
10. Do stepwise up to la, skip down to mi, up to la, down 
to mi, back to la, end on sol; key of E. 
11. Do stepwise up to ti, skip down to sol, up to ti, 
b 
dmm to sol, skip up to do; key of D. 
Without Preparation: 
12. Do skip up to mi, up to sol, down to mi, up to do, 
7. 
down to sol, dmvn to mi; key of c. 
13. Sol skip up to do, down to sol, down to mi, up to 
sol, down to mi, up to do; key of F. 
14. Do skip dovm to sol, step down to fa, step up to sol, 
}? 
skip up to do, step down to ti, end on do; key of E. 
15. Do skip up to sol, step down to fa, skip dovm to re, 
down to ti, up to re, end on do; key of c~ 
16. Do skip up to la, stepwise down to fa, skip up to la, 
skip down to sol; key of E. 
17. Sol skip dm~ to do, step up to re, skip up to sol, 
down to do, up to mi, down to do; key of A~ 
18. Do skip down to la, step down to sol, skip down to 
mi, step down to re, skip up to sol, up to do; key 
of B. 
19. Mi skip up to sol, step down to fa, skip up to la, 
step dovm to sol, skip up to do; key of D. 
III. Chromatic Tones in the Major Scale 
A. Chromatic Tones i step above the Scale Tone 
In G Clef: 
1. Do skip down to sol, down to fi, back to sol; key of 
D; a sharp. 
2. Mi step dovm to re, step down to di, step up to re, 
step up to mi; key of if; a natural. 
3. Do skip dm~ to la, step dovvn to si, step up to la, 
skip up to do; key of Fr a double sharp. 
4. Mi step down to re, skip up to sol, step dmvn to fi, 
8. 
step up to sol; key of F; a natural. 
5. Mi skip up to la, step down to si, step up to la, 
skip down to mi; key of G; a sharp. 
6. Do skip up to sol, step down to fi, step up to sol, 
step down to fa, step do\~ to mi; key of F; a natural 
and a flat. 
7. Mi skip up to sol, skip up to ti, skip dovm to si, 
-a/; 
step up to la, step down to sol; key of F; a double 
sharp, and a natural and sharp. 
8. Mi skip up to sol, step up to la, step dmvn to sol, 
step up to la, step down to si, step up to la, end 
b 
on sol; key of A; a natural and a flat. 
9. Do skip up to mi, skip up to si, step up to la, step 
down to sol; key of E; a sharp and a natural. 
10. Mi skip to sol, step down to fi, step dmm. to fa, 
step down to ri, step down to re, step down to di, 
end on do; key of D; naturals and flats. 
11. Mi step up to fa, step down to mi, skip up to si, 
skip down t .o mi; key of E; a natural. 
In F Clef: 
1. Sol skip down to mi, step dovvn to ri, step up to mi; 
b key of B; a sharp. 
2. Do step down to t i, step dmm to li, step up to ti, 
step up to do; key of A; a double sharp. 
9. 
3. 
J;. Sol step down to fi, step up to sol; key of E, a natural. 
4. Mi step down to ri, step up to mi, step do\vn to re, 
. k b t 1 d step up to m1; ey of D; a na ura an a flat. 
B. 
10. 
5. Do skip up to la, step down to si, step up to la, 
skip down to mi; key of B; a double sharp. 
6. Mi skip up to sol; step dovm to fi, step up to sol, 
step down to fa, step up to sol, step down to fi, 
dovm to fa, end on mi; key of F; a natural and a flat. 
?. Do skip up to sol, step down to si, step up to la, 
skip down to mi, skip up to sol; key of D; a sharp 
and a natural. 
s. Do step down to ti, skip up to re, skip dmvn to si, 
step up to la, skip down to mi; key of df a double 
sharp. 
9. Do skip down to fi, step up to sol; key of c. 
10. Do skip dovm to sol, skip up to d.o, skip down to si, 
skip up to do, skip dovm to sol, step down to fi, 
\1 
step up to sol; key of B· 
' 
a sharp and natural. 
Chromatic Tone t. ste;2 Below the Scale Tone 
1. In F Clef; do skip down to sol, step up to le, step 
\? 
do\vn to sol; key of E; a flat. 
2. In G Clef; do step up to re, step up to me, step down 
to re, step down to do; key of D; a natural. 
3. In F Clef; mi step up to fa, step up to se, step do~~ 
\? 
to fa, step down to mi; key of G; a double flat. 
4. In F Clef; sol step up to la, step up to te, step do\vn 
~ to la, step down to sol; key of A; a flat. 
5. In G Clef; sol step up to la, step up to te, to ti, step 
up to do, step dovvn to ti, do~~ to te, stepwise down to 
sol; key of D; a natural and a sharp. 
A. 
6. In G Clef; mi skip up to sol, step up to la, skip 
up to do, skip dmm to le, skip up to la, skip dmm 
to le, step dmvn to sol; key of %_. 
' 
a flat. 
7. In G. Clef; sol stepwise down to re, step up to me, 
step up to mi, step down to re, step down to do, 
skip up to mi, skip down to do; p key of D; a flat 
and a natural. 
8. In F Clef; sol up to le, up to la, skip down to mi; 
key of G; a natural and a sharp. 
9. In G Clef; do step dmm to la, step up to te, step 
down to la, skip up to do, skip dovm to la, skip 
dovm to mi, skip dovJn to do, step up to ra, step 
dovm to do; key of F; flats. 
10. In G Clef; including fi, si, la, me, te, ra, and ri; 
in key of D~ naturals, a flat. 
IV. Minor Keys 
Scales 
In G Clef: 
Natural Minor 
1. Upward, key of a. 
2. Upward, key of d. 
3. Upward, key of c~ 
4. Dovmward, key of e. 
Harmonic Minor 
5. Downward, key of b, a sharp. 
6. Dovvnward, key of e, a natural. 
11. 
?. Upward, key of ~a double sharp. 
8. Upward, key off, a natural melodic minor. 
9. Upward, key of b, two sharps. 
10. Upward, key of ~two sharps. 
In F Clef: 
Natural Minor 
1. Downward, key of d. 
2. Downward, key of g. 
3. Downward, key of ~. 
4. Downward, key of a. 
Harmonic Minor 
5. Upward, key of a, a sharp. 
6. Upward, key of b, a sharp. 
Melodic Minor 
?. Upward, key of d, a natural and a sharp. 
8. Upward, key of g, a natural and a sharp. 
9. Upward, key of g~ a sharp and a double sharp. 
10. Upward, key of d't a natural and a double sharp. 
In Both Clefs: 
Melodic Minor 
1. In G Clef, upward and dovvnward; key of f~two sharps 
and two naturals. 
2. In G Clef, upward and downward; key of g, two nat-
urals, a sharp and a flat. 
3. In F Clef, upward and downward; key of~' two nat-
urals and two flats. 
12. 
4. In F Clef, upward and downward; key of ~two 
double sharps, two naturals and sharps. 
B. Stepwise Progressions 
In G Clef: 
1. La step down to si, step up to 1a, stepwise up to 
do, stepwise down to la; key of d. 
2. La stepwise down le, step down to Se, stepwise up 
to si, stepwise up to 1a; key of a~ 
3. La stepwise up to mi, step up to fi, stepwise down 
to mi; key of ~ 
In F Clef: 
4. Mi step up to fi, step up to si, step down to fi, 
step down to mi; key of b. 
5. Mi step up to fa, step up to si, step down to fa, 
step down to mi; key of e~ 
C Skins 
In G Clef: 
1. La skip to do, stepwise down to la, skip up to do, 
stepwise up to mi; key of a. 
2. La step down to si, skip down to mi, skip up to si, 
step up to la; key of e. 
3. Mi skip down to do, skip up to mi, skip up to si, 
step up to la, skip down to fa, end on mi; key of e. 
In F Clef: 
4. La skip to do; skip up to mi , skip down to la., step 
13. 
up to ti, skip dmm to si, step up to la; key of d. 
5. La skip down to fi, step down to mi, step up to fi, 
i 
skip to la, step down to si, step up to la; key of f~ 
6. La step down to si, skip up to ti, step dmm to la, 
step down to sol, step down to fa, step down to mi; 
key of g. 
7. La step down to si, skip down to mi, skip up to la, 
down to si, up to ti, end on la; key of f. 
v. Rhythm 
VI. Rhythm and Melodic 
In G Clef: 
Simple Time 
1. Only quarter and half notes, easy skips; key af D. 
2. Quarter note with s i xteenths notes in group fo four 
and dotted eighth and sixteenth, quarter rests, very 
few skips; key of c. 
3. Quarter and dotted half notes, emphasis on skips of 
medium difficulty; key of D~ 
4. Dotted eighth and sixteenth and triplet emphasized, 
the chromatic tones of te, ri, and fi, easy skips; 
key of D. 
5. Triplet in contrast to the quarter note, few f amiliar 
skips; key of c. 
6. Syncopation in form of eighth note, quarter note and 
eighth note or a eighth rest instead of the first 
14. 
eighth note; key of F. 
7. No important qualities, emphasis on skips; key of D. 
Compound Time 
8. Dotted quarter and quarter and eighth notes; chromatic 
tone fi; key of g. 
9. New addition of eighth notes, no unusual melodic 
problgms; key of G. 
Simnle Time 
10. Eighth and sixteenth notes in 3/8 time, mostly step-
wise with chromatic tone si; key of D. 
11. Eighth rest, chromatic tone di; key of_ ·flf. 
12. Syncopation by notes tied over from one measure to 
the next, elementary skips in minor key; key of e. 
Comnound Time 
13. Simple rhythms, easy to difficult skips; key of B. 
In F Clef: 
1. 
Simple Time 
Quarter ~ests and eighth notes, stepwise mainly; 
key of G. 
2. Dotted eighth and sixteenth, and triplets, easy skips; 
key of B. 
3. Half rest, moderate· to difficult skips; key of A. 
4. Syncopation use ot quarter note, half note and quarter 
note, also half rest, easy skips; key of G~ 
5. Good drill in use of triplets, some s-kips; · key of c. 
1~ 
A. 
6. Eighth and sixteenth note$, expecially in groups 
\9 
of two, QUarter rest, some skips; key of B. 
Compound Time 
?. Easy review on s~ple rhythms in compound ttme, . 
minimum of melodic movement; key of F. 
8. Group of six sixteenth notes, mostly stepwise; key 
of A. 
9. Syncopation involving tied dotted eighth note to 
withth note, eighth rest, skips using sol; key of 
G. 
10. No unusual rhythm patterns; chrmaatic tone te; key 
of c. 
11. Grouping of two sixteenth notes, eighth rest, minor 
\> skips and stepwise progressions; key of e. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Simple Time. 
. t> Easy rhythm, skips; key of o minor. 
Sixteenth notes 3/8 t~e, many skips; key of F~ 
Use of dotted eighth and sixteenth in 3/8 t~e and 
sixteenth notes, some skips; key of B~ 
15. Good drill in use of sixteenth notes in 3/8 time, 
mostly stepwise; key of F. 
VII. Two Part 
-----
Without Rhltbm. 
In G Clef: 
1. Octave to unison; key of D. 
2. Unison to octave; key of F. 
16. 
3. Perfect fifths, to perfect fourth; key of F. 
4. Augmented fourth to diminished fifth; key of c. 
5. Augmented fifth to diminished fourth; key of B~ 
6. Minor third to Major sixth; key of rf. 
7. Major sixth to Minor third; key of c~ 
In F Clef: 
1. Major seventh to minor second, key of B. 
2. Minor second to Major seventh, key of E. 
3. Diminished seventh to augmented second, key of E. 
4. Augmented sixth to diminished third, key of A. 
5. Perfect fourth to perf ect fifth, key of B~ 
6. Perfect fifth to perfect fourth, key of E. 
In Both Clefs: 
1. In G Clef, groups of intervals, no chromatics; key of 
2. In G Clef, groups of i ntervals, no chromatics; key of 
3. In F Clef, chromatic tone se in upper part, key of D. 
4. In F Clef, chromatic tones le and ri in upper part, 
key of B~ 
5. In G Clef, chromatic tone me in lower part, key of F. 
6. I n G Clef, 
B. With Rhythm 
In G. Clef: 
)r key of 1:5. 
1. Easy rhythms, mostly stepwise; key of D. 
2. Easy rhythms, easy skips; key of g. 
3. Drill on eighth and sixteenth notes in both parts; 
key of c. 
17. 
c. 
E. 
4. constant use of lower part, upper part holding tones, 
not much movement rhythmically nor melodically; key 
of E~ 
5. Eighth rests in lower part, upper part holding tones, 
chromatic tone fi; key of F. 
In F Clef: 
1. Easy rhythm, easy skips in minor; key of g. 
2. Very little movament rhythmically or melodically; key 
of f. 
3. Good drill for dotted quarter and eighth note; key of a. 
4. ~ood review of dotted quarter and eighth note, chrom-
atic tones fi, ri and di; key of E. 
In Both Clefs: 
1. No rhythm movement, easy skips; key of c. 
2. l!:asy rhythm, stepwise mostly; key of g-:tf' 
3. Easy rhythm, most rhythmic movement in :H' clef; 
easy skips; key of A~ 
4. Similar to No. 3; key of E. 
5. Quarter and eighth notes, chromatic tones so and 
me in lower part; key of c. 
6. Most rhythm in upper part, easy skips in upper part, 
mostly stepwise in lower part; key of a. 
?. Easy similar rhythm in both parts, chromatic tone fi 
in both parts; key of e~ 
8. ~eries of eighth notes, chromatic tones si and ri 
in upper part and fi in lower part; key of D~ 
18. 
A. 
9. Sixteenth notes in easy skips in upper part, mostly 
half notes stepwise in lower part; key of f. 
10. ~asy rhythm in upper part, quarter rests in lower 
parts; key of c. 
11. Similar to No. 10; key of b. 
12. Mostly eighth notes in upper part, in lower part 
mostly quarter and eighth notes; key of A. 
VIII. Three Part 
Without Rhythm 
I .n G Clef: 
1. Major triad, key of G. 
2. Minor triad, key of f--f 
3. Diminished, key of D. 
4. Augmented, key of ef 
In F Clef: 
1. Major triad, key of F. 
2. Minor triad, key of E~ 
3. Diminished triad, key of E.\? 
4. Augmented triad, key of f. 
B. With Rhythm 
In Both Clef's: 
1. Review of dotted quarter and eighth notes and groups 
of eighth notes, easy skips in minor; key of' f'. 
2. Easy rhythmically and melodically; key of F. 
3. Quarter and eighth note in compound time; easy 
melodically; key of B~ 
19. 
4. Quarter, eighth half and whole notes, mostly step-
wise; key of G. 
5. Triplet, mostly stepwise; key of c. 
6. Easy rhythm, mostly· skips; key of d~ 
?. Good review of dotted eighth and sixteenth notes, 
and eighth notes in two upper parts, eighth and 
quarter notes in lowest part, skips; key of A. 
8. Easy rhythm, chromatic tones le and ra in uppermost 
part; key of E. 
IX. Four Part 
1. Open to close position. 
2. Close to open position. 
3. Close to open position. 
A. Tonic 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
x. Principal Chords 
Easy rhythm, skips; key of E~ 
Similar to No. 1; key of B~ 
Similar to No. 1; key of A. 
""' 
Difficult rhythm, including triplet, skip; key of G. 
Difficult rhythm, mostly sixteenth and thirty-second 
notes; key of' A~ 
B. Dominant 
1. No rhythm problem, mostly skips; key of C; do ti do. 
2. Easy rhythm, mostly stepwise; key of A~ do ti do. 
3. Similar to No. 2; key of' e; la si la. 
20. 
c. 
4. Similar to No. 2; key of c; do ti do. 
5. Use of eighth notes; tonic chord skips; key of 
B; mi re mi. 
6. Use of half rest, mostly stepwise; key of c; good 
drill on la si la. 
?. Easy rhythm and skips; key of D; mi re mi and do ti do. 
8. Use of eighth and sixteenth notes, easy melodically; 
key of B; review of do ti do and mi re mi. 
Subdominant 
1. Easy rhythmically and melodically; key of E· 
' 
sol la 
2. Similar to No. 1; key of D· 
' 
sol la sol. 
3. Similar to No. 1; key of B~ 
' 
mi fa mi. 
4. Similar to No. 1; key of f• 
' 
do re do. 
5. Similar to No. 1• 
' 
key of D~ do do do. 
6. Similar to No. 1; key of e· 
' 
la la la. 
sol. 
7. Similar to No. 1; key of c; review of do do do, sol la 
sol, and mi fa mi. 
8. Similar to No. 1· 
' 
key of g; mi fa mi, do re do, and 
la la. 
Use of eighth notes, easy melodically; b 9. key of b; re-
view of sol la sol. 
D. Progression - Subdominant to Dominant 
1. No rhythm, progression only; key of D· 
' 
sol la sol sol. 
2. Similar to No. 1; key of f*; do re ti do. 
3. Similar to No. 1; key of c; mi fa mi mi. 
4. Similar to No. 1· 
' 
key of Bf do do ti do. 
5. One chord to a measure; tonic, subdominant, tonic 
dominant, tonic, subdominant, dominant and tonic 
21. 
22. 
with each chord repeated twice; key of G. 
6. Similar to No. 5; key of c. 
7. Easy rhythmically and melodically; key of e. 
8. Similar to No. 7• 
' 
key of B~ 
9. Similar to No. 7; key of G~ 
10. Similar to No. 7· 
' 
key of c~ 
11. Similar to No. 7• 
' 
key of B~ 
12. Similar to No. 7; key of D. 
13. Similar to No. 7; key of B~ 
14. Similar to No. 7; key of c. 
15. Similar to No. 7• 
' 
key of ], . 
16. sixteenth notes in 3/8 time; same skips; key of c~ 
17. Eighth notes emphasized, easy slcips; key of . E. 
XI. Secondary Chords 
A. SU]2ertonic 
1. Easy rhythm, easy skips; key of G. 
2. Similar to No. 1; key of a~ 
3. Easy rhythm, mostly stepwise; key of e~ 
4. Easy rhythm, easy skips; key of F. 
5. Similar to No. 4; key of :s\; 
B. Mediant 
1. Easy rhythmically and melodically; lcey of F. 
2. Similar to No. 1; key of D. 
3. Similar to No. 1; key of c. 
4. Similar to No. 1· 
' 
key of E~ 
2!3. 
c. Submediant 
1. Easy rhythmically and melodically; key of A. 
2. " 
u 
" " 
key of c. 
3. t! " " " key bf B. 
4. " " " n key of A~ 
5. " " " " key of d. 
D. Leading Tone 
1. Easy rhythmically and melodically; key of &-
2. Similar to No. 1· 
' 
key of F. 
E. Various Secondary Chords 
1. Easy rhythmically and melodically; key of J; 
review of supertonic, mediant, and submediant. 
2. Interesting rhythm in 6/4 time; key of Ef review 
of same chords as No. 1. 
XII. First Inversion 
A. Tonic Sixth 
1. Easy rhythmically and melodically; key of c~ 
2. Similar to No. 1· 
' 
key of g. 
3. Similar to No. 1; key of e. 
4. Similar to No. 1· 
' 
key of F. 
B. Su~ertonic Sixth 
1. Easy rhythmically and melodically; key of B. 
2. Similar to No. 1· 
' 
key of F. 
3. Similar to No. 1• 
' 
key of e~ 
4. Similar to No. 1· 
' 
key of DP 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
Mediant Sixth 
1. Easy rhythmically and melodi~ally; key of F. 
2. Similar to No. 1; key of D. 
3. Similar to No. 1; key of A. 
Subdominant Sixth 
1. Rhythm of moderate difficult~ , easy skips; key of a. 
2. Triplet, mostly stepwise with[ some skips; key of H~ 
Dominant Sixth 
1. Easy rhythmically 
2. " tf 
3. 
" " 
Submediant Sixth 
1. Easy rhythmically 
2. " " 
3. " " 
Leading Tone Sixth 
1. Easy rhythmically 
2. ft " 
3. 
" " 
Various Sixths 
I 
and melod~,·,c lr lly;; key of b~ 
key of E~ 
" key of c. 
and melodici lly; 
" 
" 
. 
' 
and melodic~lly; 
" I 
I 
key of A~ 
key of e. 
key of c. 
key of D. 
key of c¥ 
I 
u ; key of E~ 
I 
1. Easy rhythmically and melodiccllly; key of f. 
2. 
" " 
u key of c. 
24. 
XIII. Second Inversion 
A. Cadential 
1. Short progression rhythmically and melodically easy; I 
"' key of B. 
2. Similar to No. 1; key of c~ 
3. Similar to No. 1• , key of E~ 
4. Similar to No. 1· , mostly notes, stepwise; 
. key of a. 
5. Longer exercises 
eigr 
easy rhythmically and melodically; 
key of D~ 
6. Similar to No. 5; key of c. 
7. Similar to No. 5; key of F. 
B. Pedal 
I 
1. Short progression, rhythmically and melodically easy; 
I 
key of e. 
2. Similar to No. 1; key of G. 
3. Longer exercise; easy rhythmically and melodically 
. l? 
easy; key of B. 
4. Similar to No. 3; key of f. 
c. Passing 
1. Short progression, rhythmically and melodically easy; 
key of G. 
2. Similar to No. 1; key of f. 
3. Longer exercise; easy rhythmically and melodically; 
key of c. 
4. Similar to No. 3; key of Ef 
25. 
D. .Arpeggio 
1. Short progression, rhythmically anft melodically easy; 
key of c. 
2 • . Similar to No. 1; key of B~ 
3. Longer progression, rhythmically and melodically 
easy; key of F. 
E. Various Six-Four Chords 
A. 
1. Use of dotted quarter and eighth, eighth notes, easy 
melodically; key of B~ 
2. Eighth notes, easy melodically; key of a. 
XIV. Dominant Seventh Chord and Inversions 
Dominant Seventh Chord 
1. a. v7 I, complete v7 
1. Short progression, rhythmically and melodically 
easy; key of c. 
2. Similar to No. 1• 
' 
key of e. 
3. Similar to No. 1; key of D. 
4. Longer exercise, easy rhythmically and melodic-
ally; key of ~· 
5. Similar to .No. 5; key of F. 
b. v7 I, incomplete v7 
1. Short progression, rhythmically and melodically 
easy; key of 1!: . 
2. Similar to No. 1; key of D~ 
3. Longer exercise, easy rhythmically and melodic-
26. 
ally; key of f1' 
4. 0imilar to No. 3; key of A. 
2. v7 VI 
1. Short progression, easy rhythmically and melod-
ically; key of C. 
2. Similar to No. 1; key of E. 
B. First Inversion of Dominant Seventh Chord 
v6 I 5 
- Short progression, easy rhythmically and melodically. 
c. Second Inversion of Dominant Seventh Chord 
1. v~ I 
2. v~ I6 
Short progression, easy rhythmically and melodically. 
D. Third Inversion of Dominant Seventh Chord 
v2 I6 
Short progression, easy rhythmically and melodically. 
E. Dominant Seventh Ghord and Inversions 
1. Longer exercise rhythmically and melodically easy; 
of f; v~ I, and v~ I. 
2. Similar to No. 1; key of ~ ; v6 5 I, and v~ I. 
3. Similar to No. 1· 
' 
key of c; v6 5 I, v~ Ie, and v7 I. 
4. Similar to No. 1· , key of b• 
' 
v4 
3 I, and v
2 Is. 
key 
27. 
XV. Non-Chord Tones 
A. Passing Tones 
1. 
2. 
Easy rhythmically, mostly stepwise; key of F. 
Similar to No. 1; key of D. 
3. Difficult rhythmically, use of sixteenth and eighth 
notes, stepwise; key of F. 
4. . ,# Similar to No. 3, key of c. 
B. Auxiliary Tones 
1. Easy Rhythmically, mostly stepwise; key of A~ · 
2. Similar to No~ 1; key of E. 
3. Similar to No. 1· 
' 
key of c. 
4. Similar to No. 1· 
' 
key of B~ 
5. Difficult rhythmically, mostly sixteenth notes, step-
wise; key of B. 
6. Similar to No. 5; key of D. 
c. Appoggiatura 
1. Easy rhythmically and melodically; key of D. 
2. Some syncopation, stepwise mostly; key of A~ 
3. Syncopation, mostly stepwise; key of D. 
D. Suspensions 
1. Easy rhythmically and melodically; key of c. 
2. Moderately difficult rhythmically, some skips; key 
of A. 
3. Similar to No. 2; key of G. 
28. 
E. 
4. Moderately dif·ficult rhythmically, mostly in inner 
parts, stepwise; key of~ 
/ / 
Echapee 
1. Mostly quarter notes, syncopation, mostly stepwise; 
key of D. 
2. Quarter and half notes, syncopation, some skips; key 
of B~ 
3. Similar to No. 2 ; lcey of A. 
4. Six-eight time rhythms with syncopations, easy skips; 
key of B. 
5. Mostly eighth notes, syncopation, mostly stepwise; 
key of E~ 
6. Running groups of sixteenth notes, with syncopation, 
mostly stepwise; key of C. 
F. Cambiata 
1. Quarter and half notes, syncopation, easy skips; key 
of E. 
2. Quarter notes, syncopation, easy skips; key of F. 
3. Mostly eighth notes, syncopation, mostly stepwise; 
key of D. 
b 4. Similar to No. 3 in three-eight time; key of B. 
5. Mostly sixteenth notes, syncopation, moderately 
\? difficult skips; key of A. 
G. Anticipation 
1. Quarter and half notes, syncopation, easy skips; 
v key of G. 
29. 
2. Similar to No. 1, key of F. 
3. Dotted quarter and eighth notes, also half notes, 
seven-eighths, few skips; key of B. 
4. Easy six-eighth rhythms, mostly stepwise; key of c. 
5. Dotted eighth and sixteenth notes, eighth rests, 
mostly stepwise; key of D~ 
30. 
a.. 
ABSTRACT 
Many things have their fullest meaning when view-
ed from various angles. It has been shown after much r·e-
search in the field of education that -people in general 
learn more easily if taught · from many aspects. Music as a 
·course of study in the educational program is no exception. 
As the result of teaching sightsing ing and ear-
training in a small liberal arts college, in which the mu-
sic department was small and the stud ents had some techni-
cal knowledge of instruments but lacked fund.amental train-
ing in music theory; the need was felt f or developing a 
different approach to the teaching of basic rudiments of 
music and written harmony, namely : through sightsinging 
and eartraining exercises. 
An exploration was made of various sightsinging 
and ear-tr-aining material. Insuff icient sui table material 
was found. Then, a decision was made to prepare a course 
of stud y for- theory and harmony, after which the ob jec-
tives and the content of the sightsinging and eartrain-
ing cours e were planne d. 
In general new problems were introduced sepa-
x at ely , then combined later . With all new chords, mor-e 
complicated rhythms could be use d after the chord had 
been lear ned. 
Students may eas ily supplement these exer cises 
g iven here . Stud ents like to explore the fullest pos-
s i bilities of each new melodic or rhythmic probl em. Some 
exercises presented here , al though not written by the 
student s , have been used by them and been revi sed as 
seemed necessary . Man;y more exercises have been written 
with such exper·i ence in mind. As proof of this , the 
aut hor· has included some exerc i ses wri tten and used by 
first year theory students i n high school. 
b . 
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